September 27, 2021
Dear Honorable Mayor Liccardo and Council,
We write regarding item 2.9: Conditional summary vacation, declaration of surplus, and sale of
a portion of North Almaden Blvd.
As the union that represents workers at most Downtown San Jose hotels (including the Hotel
De Anza, which neighbors the Almaden Corner Hotel project sight) we are very concerned
about Council moving forward with this public land sale under these terms. When Council
approved the site development plan for the Almaden Corner project back in January 2020, the
project was controversial with the community. Our organization joined with many other
concerned groups in filling the Council chamber to share our concerns about this project. Now,
you are considering selling City-owned land to make the Almaden Corner Hotel project far more
profitable for the developer with an action quietly placed on the consent calendar. We ask you
to defer this action for the following reasons:
I.

Lack of Community Engagement

The process around this sale has been secretive and opaque. While the overall Almaden Corner
Hotel project has been discussed a lot publicly, and subjected to much criticism, discussion of
this proposed sale of City-owned land to the Almaden Corner developer seems to have
happened entirely in closed session in the Spring of 2021.
Why hasn’t the City engaged interested stakeholders around this sale? Why are you trying to
move it forward now on the consent calendar without discussing it publicly? Why have we as
stakeholders not been given any opportunity in a public meeting to learn about this and share
our opinions other than commenting on the consent calendar? We are disappointed with both
the developer and the City for not taking the time to engage with the community. This land sale
should not go forward without the community getting a chance to properly review and
comment on this deal structure, how it benefits the developer, and how the additional rooms
this deal allows will impact downtown.
II.

The Council should wait to consider this land sale until the project is more definite.

The staff report states: “Staff’s typical practice is to bring vacations to Council for approval only
after the applicant has entered into a secured construction agreement that guarantees
completion of the public improvements that will render the right-of-way unnecessary for public
use.” But for this project, staff is suggesting that you depart from that typical practice.
You should not do that. Instead, you should follow that typical practice for this project and the
proposed public land vacation. Wait until a construction agreement is in place for this project
before considering whether to vacate this piece of City property.

Why is this project being treated differently and not subject to the same standard of needing a
construction agreement in place? The City is getting no money upfront, so why is it jumping
ahead of its own practices to enter into this deal?
III.

The City will only get money for the land if the hotel actually opens and is
successful, and this hotel’s success competes with existing sources of revenue to
the CCFD.

This seems to be a great deal for the developer, but we question if it is a great deal for the City.
The staff report says that this hotel is likely generate about $400,000 per year in payments
under the CCFD -- from the 4% room revenue assessment under the CCFD to which the hotel
developer is binding the hotel in the future. Yes, the fact that some additional money will come
to the city each year is good. But that money is pretty much coming from hotel guests on their
bills as a tax. It’s not really money coming from the developer or owner. The structure of the
land sale also means that the City’s receiving money for the CCCFD district is dependent on the
hotel’s success. In a terrible year for hotels -- one like 2020, for example -- the City could end up
with a fraction of what’s projected. Why is the City not getting any guaranteed money upfront?
In addition, even though the projected $400,000/year payment from the hotel sounds great, in
reality it is very unlikely that the net revenue gain to the city and the CCFD fund will be
anywhere close to $400,000/year. That’s because some of this hotel’s sales (and thus some of
the CCFD special tax payment revenue) will likely not be from new business for Downtown San
Jose, but simply from business shifted away from other existing hotels. In reality, this could be
robbing from Peter to pay Paul, moving money around from different pockets. $400,000
doesn’t look as good as it sounds at first after further review and reflection.
IV.

The City is selling this land without exploring community benefits.

If the City takes the time to engage the community on this sale, it could make this a better
project by understanding what community benefits various stakeholders would want to see,
beyond just contributions to the CCFD. By having the discussion of this sale only behind closed
doors thus far, you have closed yourselves off from the ideas of the community around
community benefits.
For example, the City could be taking steps to ensure the jobs at this future hotel are quality
jobs by establishing certain minimum labor standards. Instead, the City is helping a developer to
build a hotel without any discussion of job quality. It would be a shame if this hotel creates
poverty level jobs – especially if the City has aided in the creation of those bad jobs by moving
this land sale.
We, along with other community stakeholders, would appreciate a chance to share our vision
on this deal and know we have been heard.

In conclusion, public land should not be sold without public input. We ask that the Council defer
this item. It is inappropriate to move forward without giving the community ample time to
engage with this deal, one that at first glance seems to only benefit the developer and subverts
the City’s own practices.
On behalf of our members,
Sarah McDermott
Political Director
UNITE HERE Local 19
2302 Zanker Road, Second Floor
San Jose CA 95131

